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IITAKA-VIEHWEG CONJECTURES FOR OPEN VARIETIES
KAZUHISA MAEHARA*
Abstract. Iitaka-Viehweg conjecture for a projective ﬁbre space f : X → S
is maxm>0 κ(S,det f∗ω⊗mX/S) ≥ var(X/S)([Vieh]. In this article we investigate an
analogue above for an open ﬁbre space. Let Xo and So be open varieties over C
and Xo/So a ﬁbre space with the generic geometric ﬁbre of Kodaira dimension
≥ 0. Let X and S be varieties compactifying Xo and So with boundaries which
are only simple normal crossing. Let ξX = ωX(X − Xo) and ξS = ωS(S − So),
respectively. We will discuss
max
m>0
det f∗ξ⊗mX/S ≥ var(Xo/So).
after weakly semi-stable reduction of a ﬁbre space X/S. One of Iitaka’s main
conjectures for logarithmic varieties is the following: κ(ξX) ≥ κ(ξXη¯ ) + κ(ξS).
1. Introduction:
Iitaka has developed a lot of concepts for open varieties to classify open algebraic
varieties in the category of proper birational geometry([I], [MP]). His key birational
invariant is (log-)Kodaira dimension for open varieties. One of his main conjectures
for open varieties is the following([km3]):
Conjecture 1 (Iitaka conjecture C for logarithmic varieties([Kato], [1]). Let X/S
be a compactiﬁed ﬁbre space after weakly semi-stable reduction and Xoη¯ the generic
geometric ﬁbre of Xo/So. Then κ(ξX) ≥ κ(ξXη¯) + κ(ξS).
We propose the following Viehweg’s analogue to solve aﬃrmatively:
Conjecture 2 (Viehweg conjecture for logarithmic varieties). Let Xo/So be a ﬁbre
space over the complex number ﬁeld and Xoη¯ the generic geometric ﬁbre of X
o/So.
Then
max
m>0
det f∗ξ⊗mX/S ≥ var(Xo/So).
This conjecture implies
Conjecture 3 (Intermidiate conjecture). : κ(ξX/S) ≥ κ(ξXη¯) + var(Xo/So)
Iitaka conjecture C for open varieties follows from the conjecture above([I]).
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2. Preliminary
Deﬁnition 1.
Let k be a ﬁeld. A geometrically irreducible, reduced, smooth scheme X over k is
said to be a non singular variety over k.
Let X be a non singular variety of dimension d and ΩX the diﬀerential sheaf over
X. ωX denotes Ω
d
X .
A connected proper surjective mophism f : X → S of non singular varieties X and
S is said to be a ﬁbre space X/S.
Let f : X → S be a ﬁbre space X/S. ωX/S denotes ωX ⊗ f ∗ω−1S .
Let L be an invertible sheaf over X. κ(L) denotes the maximal dimension of the
image variety of the rational map X → P(Γ(X,L⊗m)) deﬁned by Γ(X,L⊗m)⊗OX →
L⊗m. We call κ(L) Iitaka dimension of L.
κ(ωX) is said to be Kodaira dimension, which is denoted by κ(X).
Let Xo/So be a ﬁbre space. The minimal dimension of T such that there exists a
generically ﬁnite proper morphism So′ → So in which Xo×SoSo′ is proper birationally
equivalent to So′ ×T Xo0 for some varieties T and Xo0 with Xo0/T a ﬁbre space. This
dimension denotes var(Xo/So), which is called Viehweg dimension of a ﬁbre space
Xo/So.
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A Q-divisor D is said to be eﬀective if κ(D) ≥ 0. Similarly, we say that a cycle of
codimension 1 is eﬀective if every coeﬃcient is non negative.
Deﬁnition 2. Deﬁne a functor DivX/S from the categoy of S-schemes to that of
sets by the formula
DivX/S(T ) = { relative eﬀective divisors D on XT/T }.
Lemma 1. Assume X/S is projective and ﬂat. Then DivX/S is representable by an
open subscheme of the Hilbert scheme HilbX/S([GG], [SGA]).
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Let k be a ﬁeld of characteristic 0. Let X be a projective normal variety over k
and letMX the sheaf of rational functions of X, M∗X the sheaf of invertible rational
functions of X, which is a subsheaf of MX and O∗X = OX ∩M∗X .
Deﬁnition 3. : DivX =MX/O∗X , Div(X) = Γ(X,DivX)
: An invertible OX-submodule ofMX is said to be an invertible fractional sheaf,
for example, OX(D) for a divisor D.
: An invertible OX-module is said to be an invetible sheaf. The set of equiva-
lence classes of couples (L, s) denotes D(X). Here L is an invertible sheaf, s
is a non 0 global section of L. (L, s) and (L′, s′) are equivalent if there exists
an isomorphism u : L→ L′ such that u(s) = s′.
: An element of Pic(X)⊗Q is said to be a Q-invertible sheaf.
: An element of Div(X)⊗Q is said to be a Q-divisor.
Facts 1. : The order preserving homomorphism cyc : Div(X)→ Z1(X) which
assignes a divisor a cycle of codimension 1 is injective and the image cyc(Div(X))
consists of locally principal divisors.
: Let Z1(X) denote the free group generated by the cycles of codimension one on
X. For every x ∈ X OX,x is factorial if and only if cyc : Div(X) → Z1(X)
is bijective
Let X(1) denote the set of points x ∈ X such that dimOX,x = 1. Let f : X → S
be a ﬁnite surjective morphism. Let D′ =
∑
x′∈X(1) nx′{x′} be a codimension 1 cycle.
For x ∈ X(1), put nx =
∑
x′∈f−1(x) nx′ [k(x
′) : k(x)]. f∗(D′) =
∑
x∈X(1) nx{x}
Suppose that f is ﬂat and that Z is non singular.
Let D =
∑
x∈S(1) nx{x} be a cycle of codimension 1. Put λx′ = length(OX,x′/MXOX,x′
and nx′ = λx′nx. Then f
∗D =
∑
x′∈X(1) nx′{x′}.
3. Horizontal Hypersurface
Our main aim is to show the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let f o : Xo → So be a ﬁbre space of non singular varieties. Assume
that κ(ξXη¯) ≥ 0 for the generic geometric ﬁbre Xη¯. Then there exists an integer
m > 0 such that κ(det f∗ξ⊗mX/S) ≥ var(Xo/So).
Viehweg’s Lemma:
Lemma 2 ([Vieh]). Let S ′ → S be a Kummer-Kawamata covering with respect to
an ample divisor. Let X×S S ′ → S ′ be the pull-back. Then X×S S ′ has rational sin-
gularity. Further take a desingularization Xv → X ×S S ′. Then κ(det f v∗ω⊗mXv/S′) ≤
κ(det f∗ω⊗mX/S).
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We shall prove the theorem above in the following several steps. By Viehweg in
order to prove the theorem, we can assume further that var(Xo/So) = dimS and
show the theorem.
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Let f o : Xo → So be a ﬁbre space. From the extension of the functon ﬁelds
R(X)/R(S), we have purely transcendental indeterminates t1, · · · , tr over R(S) such
that R(X)/R(S)(t1, · · · , tr) is a ﬁnite extension of degree d. Hence we obtain a
dominant rational map Xo → So×Pr and compactiﬁcation varieties X, S. Resolving
the indeterminacy of the rational map X → S × Pr, we have a proper birational
map X ′ → X and a morphism φ : X ′ → S × Pr. We replace X ′ by X and let
Z denote S × Pr. Let X ′′ be the integral closure of Z in the function ﬁeld R(X).
Namely, μ : X → X ′′ with ν : X ′′ → Z is Stein factoization. Let μ : X → X ′′ be
the structure morphism.
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Recall the next lemma([Ws], [Fuj], [Mats]).
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Lemma 3. ξX/S is weakly positive with respect to f for weakly semi-stable compact-
iﬁcation f .
In other words, given any α > 0 and any big Q-invertible sheaf L over S, it holds
that κ(ξ⊗αX/S ⊗ f ∗L) ≥ dimS.
We have a rational mapX → P(Γ(X, (ξX/S⊗f ∗L)⊗m)) deﬁned byOX⊗Γ(X, (ξX/S⊗
f∗L)⊗m) → (ξX/S ⊗ f∗L)⊗m for m >> 0. Take a resolution of the indeterminacy
of the rational map, which is denoted by by X∗ → X. Then replace X∗ by X.
Since X is non singular, there exists an eﬀective Q-cartier divisor D such that
ξ⊗αX/S ⊗ f ∗L = OX(D) for any α > 0.
Lemma 4. Let D be an eﬀective Q-divisor on X. There exist an eﬀective Q-
divisor E and an eﬀective Weil divisor D′ on X ′′ D = μ∗D′ + E such that E is a
μ-exceptional divisor, i.e., the μ image of the support of E in X ′′ is of codimension
≤ 2.
Proof. Since μ : X → X ′′ is birational, there exists a locus of codimension ≤ 2
outside which the restriction of μ is an isomorphism. Hence we have an eﬀective
Q-divisor decomposition D = μ∗D′ + E such that E is a μ-exceptional divisor. 
Lemma 5. There exist Q-ample divisors C1 and C2 such that D
′ = C1 − C2 in
Z(1)(X ′′ ⊗Q up to Q-linear equivalence.
Proof. There exists a Q-ample divisor C1 such that C1−D′ is Q-ample, say, C2. 
Lemma 6. There exist Q-ample divisors D1 and D2 over Z such that C1 = ν
∗D1
and C2 = ν
∗D2 up to Q-linear equivalence.
Proof. We refer to the next lemma.
Lemma 7 (EGA4-3). Let f : X → Y be a proper ﬂat morphism of ﬁnite presenta-
tion. The set of y ∈ Y such that Xy is smooth over k(y) is open.
Since f : X → S is a ﬁbre space of non singular varieties, i.e., a projective con-
nected morphism, a general ﬁbre Xs for a closed point s ∈ S is a non singular variety.
Let DivS be a scheme representing a functor T → DivS/k(T ). Its components are
quasi-projective. Let Γ be the universal relative eﬀective divisor on S×DivS/DivS.
Note that a ﬁbre of a closed point of S for Γ ⊂ S×DivS → S is an eﬀective divisor on
S. A general ﬁbre of a closed point s ∈ S for f−1Γ ⊂ X×DivS → S×DivS → DivS
is a non singular variety, i.e., smooth and irreducible over k(s). Let Ξ be the uni-
versal relative eﬀective divisor on Z × DivZ . Since the pullback of the universal
relative eﬀective divisor over Γ ⊂ S × DivS to p−1Γ ⊂ Z × DivS gives a morphism
DivS → DivZ , a general ﬁbre of a closed point t of DivZ for φ−1Ξ ⊂ X×DivZ → DivZ
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is a non singular variety. Hence there exists a dense open set U of DivZ such that
φ−1Ξ/DivZ |U is smooth and irreducible. Therefore there exists one point in X ′′ over
the generic point of an eﬀective divisor on Z corresponding to a closed point t ∈ U .
A general member of the linear system of a suﬃciently ample divoisor on X ′′ is
irreducible and moves freely. Hence the direct image of a general member by ν is
able to be a general irreducible divisor on Z, which is associated with a closed point
t ∈ U .
Hence there exist a Q-ample divisors D1 and D2 over Z such that C1 = ν
∗D1 and
C2 = ν
∗D2 up to Q-linear equivalence. 
Note that Pic(Z) = Pic(S)× Pic(Pr) and that Pic(Pr) ∼= Z. Let p : Z → S and
q : Z → Pr. Let φ = ν ◦ μ : X → Z.
Suppose the following once for all:
(1) ξX/S = OX(D − f ∗L)
(2) D = μ∗D′ + E
(3) D′ = C1 − C2 = ν∗(D1 −D2)
(4) Di = p
∗Ai + aiq∗H, where Ai is an ample Q-divisor on S, H is a hyperplane
section of Pr , a1 is a rational number and i = 1, 2.
(5) ξX/S = OX(−f∗L+E+φ∗(p∗A1+a1q∗H−p∗A2−a2q∗H) = OX(E+φ∗p∗A+
aφ∗q∗H), where A = −L + A1 − A2, a = a1 − a2.
(6) μ∗ξ⊗mX/S = μ∗OX(m(E + φ∗p∗A + aφ∗q∗H)) = μ∗OX(m(φ∗p∗A + aφ∗q∗H)).
Note that μ∗OX(mE) = μ∗OX , φ = ν ◦ μ.
Lemma 8. φ∗OX ⊂ ⊕dOZ
Proof. We apply the next lemma to a ﬁnite morphism X ′′/Z. We refer to Weierstrass
preparation lemma.
Lemma 9. Let a convergent series g ∈ k{x1, · · · , xn} such that g(0, · · · , xn) = 0
and order p. Then B = k{x1, · · · , xn}/(g) is a free module over the ring A =
k{x1, · · · , xn−1} and has a basis of classes (1, xn, · · · , xp−1n ) mod (g).
The convergent series rings are strictly henzelian. Hence X ′′/Z is Kummer gerbe
,i.e., cyclic cover, with respect to the etale topology. We have ν∗OX′′ = ⊕i=d−1i=0 OZ(−[ idD]),
where D is an eﬀective divisor with respect to the etale topology. Note, however,
that the composition of the morphisms X ′′ → Z and Z → Pr is a connected mor-
phism.

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4. Cyclic Cover
Let L = OX(φ∗q∗(bH)). Here b > 0 is taken suﬃciently large. Choose a non
singular irreducible divisor D such that L⊗n = OX(D). Take a cyclic cover Y =
Spec⊕0≤i≤n−1L⊗i of X, which denotes τ : Y → X. Let D = diva. Here a is a section
of OX(D). Let Y be SpecOX [T ]/(T n − a). Note that Y is a non singular variety
and Y/S is a ﬁbre space. By adjunction formula, OY (KY ) = OY (τ ∗KX⊗τ ∗L⊗(n−1))
since KY + τ
∗L = τ ∗(KX + D). It is well known τ∗OY = ⊕0≤i≤n−1(L−1)⊗i. Hence
by projection formula, τ∗ξ⊗mY/S = τ∗OY ⊗ ξ⊗mX/S ⊗ L⊗m(n−1). Let g = f ◦ τ . We obtain
g∗ξ⊗mY/S ⊂ ⊕0≤i≤n−1f∗(ξ⊗mX/S ⊗ L⊗(m(n−1)−i)) and det g∗ξ⊗mY/S ⊂ ⊗0≤i≤n−1 det f∗(ξ⊗mX/S ⊗
L⊗(m(n−1)−i)).
Proposition 1. g∗ξ⊗mY/S = f∗(τ∗OY ⊗OX ξ⊗mX/S ⊗OX L⊗m(n−1)) ⊂ ⊕d ⊕0≤i≤n−1 ⊕OriS ⊗
OS(mA), where ri = dimΓ(Pr,O((ma + b(m(n− 1)− i))H).
Proof. From the argument above, we have g∗ξ⊗mY/S ⊂ ⊕0≤i≤n−1f∗(ξ⊗mX/S⊗L⊗(m(n−1)−i)) ⊂
⊕0≤i≤n−1p∗(φ∗(OX(mE)) ⊗ OZ(maq∗H + mp∗A + b(m(n − 1) − i)q∗H)), which is
an injection into the following sheaf since φ∗OX(mE) = ν∗μ∗OX(mE) = ν∗μ∗OX =
φ∗OX ⊂ ⊕dOZ .
⊕d ⊕0≤i≤n−1 p∗OZ((ma + b(m(n− 1)− i))q∗H)⊗OS(mA) =
⊕d ⊕0≤i≤n−1 ⊕OriS ⊗OS(mA). Here ri = dimΓ(Pr,O((ma + b(m(n− 1)− i))H).
Note that A = A + {−A}. See the following lemma.
Lemma 10. p∗OZ((ma+b(m(n−1)−i))q∗H) = ⊕OriS , where ri = dimΓ(Pr,O((ma+
b(m(n− 1)− i))H).

We may assume that if b is taken suﬃciently large, the generic geometric ﬁbre of
Y/S is of general type, if necessary, the canonical invertible sheaf over the generic
geometric ﬁbre of Y/S is abundant with Rig∗ξ⊗mY/S = 0 for i > 0. The composite
map τ ◦ ν ◦ μ : Y → Z is generically ﬁnite and the invertible sheaf q∗H is relatively
ample with respect to p : Z → S.
Lemma 11. Let S be a non singular variety. Let L be an invertible sheaf and E ′ and
E locally free sheaves of ﬁnite rank over S. Given the exact sequence 0→ E ′ → E⊗L
and E ∼= On for some n > 0, then κ(L⊗r ⊗ (detE ′)−1) ≥ 0, where r = rankE ′.
Proof. Take the dual and we have a homomorphism (E ⊗ L)∗ → (E′)∗ and let the
image be F and K the kernel. F and K are torsion free and locally free outside a
closed subset of codimension ≥ 2, which we denote So. F is of the same rank as E ′.
We have the exact sequences 0 → (E ⊗ L)∗ → F → 0 and 0 → K ⊗ L → (E)∗ →
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F ⊗L→ 0 over So. Thus F ⊗L is globally generated and F ⊗L→ (E′)∗⊗L is an
isomorphism over So. Hence det(F⊗L) ⊂ det((E ′)∗⊗L). Note that det((E ′)∗⊗L) =
L⊗r ⊗ (detE′)−1, where r = rankE ′. Therefore κ(L⊗r ⊗ (detE ′)−1) ≥ 0. 
Proposition 2. κ(OS(mA)) ≥ κ(det g∗ξ⊗mY/S)
Proof. Apply the lemma above to the following formula, g∗ξ⊗mY/S ⊂ ⊕d ⊕0≤i≤n−1
⊕OriS ⊗OS(mA), where ri = dimΓ(Pr,O((ma + b(m(n− 1)− i))H). 
Consider the case when m = 1. Let D be a classifying space for a variation of
Hodge structure and let Γ be the monodromy group, which is a subgroup of the
arithmetic group of all linear automorphism group of HdimXs(Xs,C) which preserve
a certain condition. Let Φ : S → Γ \D be a holomorphic period mapping satisfying
the Griﬃths transeversality relation. A period mapping Φ gives rise to a variation
of Hodge structure by pulling back the universal family over Γ\D. Since the generic
geometric ﬁbre of Y/S is of general type and var(Y/S) ≥ dimS, the period mapping
Φ is a ﬁnite to one mapping. Hence we obtain κ(A) = dimS.
Kawamata and Kolla´r’s analogue is
Lemma 12. ([Kaw], [Ko], [Ws]) κ(det g∗ξ⊗mY/S) ≥ var(Y/S)
Proof. It is proved in a similar way by making use of period domain. We shall show
it elsewhere. 
Lemma 13. Given the exact sequence 0 → E′ → E → E ′′ → 0. If E is weakly
positive and if detE ′ is big, then detE is big
Proof. Since the quotient of a weakly positive sheaf is weakly positive, the exact
sequence 0 → E ′ → E → E ′′ → 0, where E is weakly positive and detE ′ is big,
gives the conclusion that detE = detE ′ ⊗ detE ′′ is big. 
Proposition 3. If var(Y o/So) ≥ var(Xo/So) = dimS,x maxm>0 κ(det f∗ξ⊗mX/S) ≥
dimS.
Proof. There exists an exact sequence 0 → OS([mA]) → f∗ξ⊗mX/S over S. Take the
dual to get the homomorphism (f∗ξ⊗mX/S)
∗ → OS(−[mA]). Let the image denote F
and let the kernel be K. They and f∗ξ⊗mX/S are torsion free and hence there exists
an open sebset So such that dimS − dim(S \ So) ≥ 2 and that K, F and f∗ξ⊗mX/S
are locally free. Note that F ⊂ OS(−[mA]) and so OS([mA]) → F ∗ is a non zero
injective map to a torsion free of rank one and that OS([mA]) is big for inﬁnitely
many m since there exist inﬁnitely many m such that mA = mA = [mA].
Hence we have the exact sequence 0 → K → (f∗ξ⊗mX/S)∗ → F → 0 of locally free
sheaves of ﬁnite rank over So. Thus we have the exact sequence 0→ F ∗ → f∗ξ⊗mX/S →
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K∗ → 0 of locally free sheaves of ﬁnite rank over So. Let E ′ = F ∗, E = f∗ξ⊗mX/S and
E” = K∗. Consider sheaves over So. Since the quotient of a weakly positive sheaf
is weakly positive, the exact sequence 0 → E ′ → E → E” → 0, where E is weakly
positive and detE ′ is big, gives the conclusion that detE = detE ′ ⊗ detE” is big.
Recall OS([mA]) ⊂ f∗ξ⊗mX/S, we have det f∗ξ⊗mX/S = OS([mA]) ⊗ detG, where G is
the cokernel of the monomorphism OS([mA]) ⊂ f∗ξ⊗mX/S. detG is weakly positive
and OS([mA]) is big for inﬁnitely many m. Therefore OS([mA]) ⊗ detG is big for
inﬁnitely many m. Therefore maxm>0 det f∗ξ⊗mX/S is big. 
5. Mochizuki’s Galois-Grothendieck theory
Let p be a prime number. Let K be a subﬁeld of a ﬁnitely generated ﬁeld extension
of Qp. We call it a sub-p-adic ﬁeld. Note that there exists an isomorphism ι : K¯ ∼= C.
Let Xη¯ be the geometric generic ﬁbre of X/S. We investigate the proper birational
algebraic geometry from the point of view of the proﬁnite Galois groups thanks to
Mochizuki theory. Let Xo → So be a ﬁbre space of open smooth algebraic spaces
over K. Let SpecK(η) denote the generic point of the base space and K(η) the
algebraic closure of K(η).
Theorem 2. [Mch] Let p be a prime number. Let K be a subﬁeld of a ﬁnitely
generated ﬁeld extension of Qp. Let XK be a smooth pro-variety over K and YK
a hyperbolic pro-curve over K. Let HomdomK (XK , YK) be the set of dominant K-
morphisms from XK to YK and Hom
open
ΓK
(ΠXK ,ΠYK ) the set of open continuous group
homomorphisms ΠXK → ΠYK over ΓK, modulo up to inner automorphisms arising
from ΔYK¯ . Then the natural map
HomdomK (XK , YK)→ HomopenΓK (ΠXK ,ΠYK )
is bijective.
Here we have a natural homomorphism π1(XK) → ΓK . Let ΔXK¯ be the max-
imal pro-p quotient of the geometric fundamental group π1(XK¯). Let ΠXK =
π1(XK)/ ker(π1(XK¯)→ ΔXK¯ ).
Theorem 3. [Mch] Let p be a prime number. Let K be a subﬁeld of a ﬁnitely
generated ﬁeld extension of Qp. Let L,M be function ﬁelds of arbitrary dimen-
sion over K. Let HomSpec(K)(Spec(L), Spec(M)) be the set of K-morphisms from M
to L. Let HomopenΓ (ΓL,ΓM) over ΓK, considered up to composition with an inner
automorphism arising from ker(ΓM,ΓK), where ΓL and ΓM are the absolute Galois
groups of L and M , respectively. Then the natural map HomK(Spec(L), Spec(M))→
HomopenΓK (ΓL,ΓM) is bijective.
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Let p be a prime number. Let K be a subﬁeld of a ﬁnitely generated ﬁeld extension
of Qp. We call it a sub-p-adic ﬁeld. Note that there exists an isomorphism ι : K¯ ∼= C.
Let Xη¯ be the geometric generic ﬁbre of X/S. Let K be a sub-p-adic ﬁeld and
Xo/So a ﬁbre space over K. Let X/S be a compactiﬁed ﬁbre space for Xo/So.
Let Xh be an aﬃne open general subvariety of X and A(Xh) = Γ(Xh,OX). Let
S(Xo) = lim−→f A(Xh)[f
−1], where f is not contained in primes associated to hyper-
planes X−Xo. From the category of open algebraic varieties up to proper birational
equivalence, S(−) is a fully faithful functor to the category of semi-local K-algebras.
In other words, let X be a projective compactiﬁcation of Xo such that X \Xo is a
normal crossing divisor on X and take the intersection of all the open sets that con-
tain all the generic points of irreducible divisors of X \Xo, which is SpecS(Xo) or
for the sake of simplicity S(Xo). To a ﬁbre space Xo/So SpecS(Xo)→ SpecS(So)
is associated. Hence we have an exact sequence
1→ π1(SpecS(Xoη¯))→ π1(SpecS(Xo))→ π1(SpecS(So))→ 1
and
1→ π1(S(Xoη¯))→ π1(S(Xo))→ π1(S(So))→ 1
Theorem 4. Let p be a prime number and K a sub-p-adic ﬁeld. Let Xo and Y o
be smooth varieties over K, respectively. Let S(Xo) and S(Y o) be open subschemes
of Xo and Y o deﬁned above, respectively. Let HomdomK (S(X
o), S(Y o)) be the set of
dominant K-morphisms from S(Xo) to S(Y o). Let HomopenΓK (Π
prf
S(Xo),Π
prf
S(Y o)) be the
set of open continuous proﬁnite group homomorphisms from ΠprfS(Xo) to Π
prf
S(Y o) over
ΓK, considered up to composition with an inner automorphism arising Δ
prf
S(Y o). Then
the natural map
HomdomK (S(X
o), S(Y o)) ∼= HomopenΓK (ΠprfS(Xo),ΠprfS(Y o))
is bijective.
Proof. If dimY o = 1, Mochizuki’s theorem implies the assertion. Assume dimY o >
1. Given an open continuous group homomorphism
θ : ΠprfS(Xo) → ΠprfS(Y o))
over ΓK . θ(Π
prf
S(Xo)) determines the Stein-factorization S(X
o) → S(Y o) by usual
Grothendieck’s Galois theory. Hence we may assume θ is surjective. Take a function
ﬁeld P such that dimK P > 1, P ⊂ S(Y o) and P is algebraically closed in the
function ﬁeld K(Y o). Hence P is also algebraically closed in the function ﬁeld K(Xo)
since θ is surjective. Thus by induction, θ arises from HomdomP (S(X
o), S(Y o)), so
from HomdomK (S(X
o), S(Y o)). 
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Lemma 14. Let A be an algebraic space in group locally of ﬁnite type over K (i.e.
with at most countable components) and let ρ : π1(S(S
o
K)) → A be a continuous
homomorphism as topological groups. Then
(1) The image of this homomorphism ρ is a ﬁnite group.
(2) Let P = π1(S(S
o
K)). There exist a variety S
′
K which is generically ﬁnite
proper over SK and an injective homomorphism P
′ → P with (P ′ : P ) < ∞
such that the representation ρ′ : P ′ → A is trivial. Here P ′ denotes the
algebraic fundamental group π1(S(S
′
K)).
Proof. An algebraic space in group A is locally of ﬁnite type over K. The represen-
tation ρ : P → A induces ρ : P → A/A0, where A0 denotes the neutral component
of A. Note that there is no countable proﬁnite group([RBZL], [Shatz]). Since A/A0
is a countable set, ρ(P ) is a ﬁnite group. Replace by P the kernel of ρ. We have
ρ : P → A0. We have an isomorphism
H1(P,A0) ∼= HomContinuousTopological group(P,A0) ∼=
H1
e´t
(SpecS(SoK), A
0) ∼= TORS(SpecS(SoK), A0).
Let Q be an A0-torsor over SpecS(SoK) associated to ρ : P → A0. A0 is algebraic
(quasi-compact, faithfully ﬂat and of ﬁnite type) over SpecS(SoK). There exists an
isomorphism A0 × Q → Q × Q over SpecS(SoK). Thus along SpecS(Q) → Q →
SpecS(SoK), the pullback of A
0-torsor Q becomes trivial. Namely, the A0-torsor Q
is trivial over SpecS(Q). Hence the induced homomorphism π1(SpecS(Q)) → A0
is trivial. Let So′K → SoK be the Stein factorization of Q → SoK . Then π1(S(Q)) →
π1(S(S
o′
K)) is a surjective homomorphism. We have
π1(S(Q))→ π1(S(So′K)) ⊂ π1(S(SoK))→ A0 → A.
Since π1(S(Q)) → A0 is trivial, i.e., π1(S(Q)) → 1, π1(S(So′K)) → A is trivial. It is
obvious that (π1(S(S
o′
K)) : π1(S(S
o
K)) <∞. Hence im(ρ) is a ﬁnite group. 
We make use of theory of Schreier’s classiﬁcation of group extensions, Grothendieck-
Giraud’s classiﬁcation of topos extensions or Breen’s classiﬁcation of 2-gerbes and
2-stacks.([AM], [Gir], [Breen1], [Breen2], [Rou], [Shatz],[Se], [S1], [S2], [Zuo]) Here
we take the notion of Breen’s.
Deﬁnition 4. : An extension of groups 1 → G → E → P → 1 is said to be
neutral if it has a section which is a group homomorphism σ : P → E.
: An extension of groups 1 → G → E → P → 1 is said to be central if G is
contained in the center of E.
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: E is said to be a semi-direct product of G and P if G is a normal subgroup
of E and if the multiplication (x, y), (u, v) ∈ G × P is deﬁned by (xuy, yv),
where uy = σ(y)uσ(y)−1. E is denoted by G  P .
: Inn(G) denotes the inner automorphism group of G. E → Aut(G) de-
notes the natural homomorphism x ∈ E → (g → gx) ∈ Aut(G). Out(G)
is deﬁned to be Aut(G)/Inn(G). This induces a homomorphism E/G →
Aut(G)/Inn(G),i.e., P → Out(G).
: We call left crossed module a homomorphism of groups δ : G → H, equipped
with a left action of H onto G (h, g) → hg([Breen1]):
(1) δ(hg) = hδ(g)h−1
(2) δ(g
′)g = g′gg′−1
G
δ 





H

Aut(G)
: i : G → Aut(G), where g → ig(x → gxg−1), and the natural action Aut(G)
onto G deﬁnes a crossed module, which denotes G→ Aut(G).
To an exact sequence 1 → InnG → AutG → OutG → 1, we have an exact
sequence
H1(P, InnG)→ H1(P,AutG)→ H1(P,OutG),
i.e.,
Hom(P, InnG)→ Hom(P,AutG)→ Hom(P,OutG).
Here OutG denotes the outer automorphism group of G. Let G → AutG denote
the crossed module. The set of the etensions of a proﬁnite group P by a proﬁnite
group G denotes Ext(P,G). A group extension can be deﬁned to be as an ele-
ment of H1(P, (G→ AutG)). There exists an exact sequence 1→ Z(G)[1]→ (G→
Aut(G))→ OutG→ 1([Breen2]). We have the exact sequence of cohomologies([Breen2]):
0→ H2(P,Z(G))→ H1(P, (G→ AutG))→ H1(P,OutG).
Here Z(G) denotes the center of G. There exists another exact sequence 1 →
Aut(G) → (G → Aut(G)) → G[1] → 1 in the homotopy category. See the next
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commutative diagram:
H1(P, Inn(G))





 H1(P,Aut(G))  H2(P,Z(G))

H1(P,Aut(G))




 H1(P,G → Aut(G))

 H2(P,G)
H1(P,Out(G))

H3(P,Z(G))
This is nothing but the following exact sequence
0→ Ext(P,Z(G))→ Ext(P,G)→ Hom(P,Out(G))
Proposition 4 ([SGA]). Let S be a scheme, (Xλ, vλμ) a ﬁltered projective system of
S-schemes; assume that there exists α such that vαλ is an aﬃne morphism for every
λ ≥ α, so that the projective limit X = lim
←−
Xλ exists in the category of S-schemes.
Let Y be an S-scheme and for every λ ≥ α let eλ : HomS(Xλ, Y )→ HomS(X, Y )the
map which gives f = fλ ◦ vλ to each S-morphism fλ : Xλ → Y , where vλ : X → Xλ
is the canonical morphism. The family (eλ) is an inductive system of maps, which
deﬁnes the canonical map
lim
−→
HomS(Xλ, Y )→ HomS(X, Y ).
Suppose that Xα is quasi-compact and quasi-separated and that the structure mor-
phism Y → S is locally of ﬁnite presentation (resp.locally of ﬁnite type). Then the
map above is bijective (resp. injective). Furthermore, suppose that lim
←−
Yρ, where
(Yρ, tρσ is a ﬁltered projective system of S-schemes such that the structure morphism
is locally of ﬁnite presentation for every ρ. One has a canonical bijection
HomS(X, Y ) ∼= lim←−ρ (lim−→λ HomS(Xλ, Yρ)).
Proposition 5. Let K be a sub-p-adic ﬁeld and X/S a ﬁbre space of varieties over
K. Let Sλ be a ﬁltered projective system of K-varieties such that
(1) K(Sλ)/K(S) is a normal extension for every λ
(2) for every μ ≥ λ K(Sμ)/K(Sλ) is a normal extension
(3) the structure homomorphism ΠprfK(Sλ) → ΓK is surjective.
Let π1(So) = ker(π1(S
o) → ΓK) and π1(Xo) = ker(π1(Xo) → ΓK). Suppose a sec-
tional homomorphism π1(So)→ π1(Xo) ⊂ π1(Xo) so that one has a homomorphism
π1(So)→ AutΓK (
pi1(X
o)) and π1(So)→ AutΓK (π1(Xoλ)).
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Let A(S)λ = im(π1(So) → AutΓK (π1(Xoλ))). If μ ≤ λ, one has A(S)μ → A(S)λ.
One has a map
lim
−→
λ
A(S)λ → lim←−μ (lim−→λ Hom
open
ΓK
(π1(X
o
λ), π1(X
o
μ))/π1(X
o
μ)).
Let B(So) = im(π1(So) → lim←−μ (lim−→λ Hom
open
ΓK
(π1(X
o
λ), π1(X
o
μ))/π1(X
o
μ)). One has a
canonical Mochizuki bijection:
lim
←−μ
(lim
−→
λ
HomopenΓK (π1(X
o
λ), π1(X
o
μ))/π1(X
o
μ))
∼= lim←−μ (lim−→λ Mor
dom
K (S(X
o
λ), S(Xμ))).
By the precedent proposition, one obtains
lim
←−μ
(lim
−→
λ
MordomK (S(X
o
λ), S(X
o
μ))) ⊂ MorK(lim←−
λ
S(Xoλ), lim←−μ
S(Xoμ)).
One also gets canonical homomorphisms of topological groups:
π1(So)→ lim−→
λ
A(So)λ → B(So) ⊂ AutK(lim←−
λ
S(Xoλ)) ⊂ PBirK¯(Xoη¯).
In the other way, one obtains a canonical homomorphism
π1(So)→ lim−→
λ
A(So)λ → B(So)→ AutΓK (lim←−
λ
π1(X
o
λ))/ lim←−μ
π1(Xoμ)→ Out(π1(XoK¯)).
In particular, if π1So → PBirK¯(K¯(Xoη) is a trivial homomorphism, then so is
π1So → Out(π1(XoK¯)).
Proof. Since Sλ be a ﬁltered projective system of K-varieties such that
(1) K(Sλ)/K(S) is a normal extension for every λ
(2) for every μ ≥ λ K(Sμ)/K(Sλ) is a normal extension
(3) the structure homomorphism π1(S
×(Soλ)→ ΓK is surjective,
and by assumption there exists a sectional homomorphism π1(So) → π1(Xo) ⊂
π1(X
o), one has a homomorphism π1(So)→ AutΓK (π1(Xo)) and π1(So)→ AutΓK (π1(Xoλ)).
By Mochizuki’s theorem, one has
lim
−→
λ
HomopenΓK (π1(X
o
λ), π1(X
o
μ))/π1(X
o
μ)
∼= lim−→
λ
MordomK (Spec(K(Xλ), Spec(K(Xμ)).
Hence
lim
←−μ
(lim
−→
λ
HomopenΓK (π1(X
o
λ), π1(X
o
μ))/π1(X
o
μ))
∼= lim←−μ (lim−→λ Mor
dom
K (Spec(K(Xλ), Spec(K(Xμ)))
Since A(S)λ = im(π1(So) → AutΓK (π1(Xoλ))) and since for μ ≤ λ, A(S)μ →
A(S)λ, one has a map for every μ
lim
−→
λ
A(S)λ → lim−→
λ
HomopenΓK (π1(X
o
λ), π1(X
o
μ))/π1(X
o
μ).
Hence
lim
←−μ
(lim
−→
λ
A(So)λ) = lim−→
λ
A(So)λ → lim←−μ (lim−→λ Hom
open
ΓK
(π1(X
o
λ), π1(X
o
μ))/π1(Xμ)).
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Owing to Mochizuki’s bijection and the precedent proposition in EGA,
lim
−→
λ
A(So)λ → lim←−μ (lim−→λ Mor
dom
K (S(X
o
λ), S(X
o
μ))) ⊂ MorK(lim←−
λ
S(Xoλ), lim←−μ
S(Xoμ))
Therefore one gets non trivial canonical homomorphisms of topological groups:
π1(So)→ lim−→
λ
A(So)λ → AutK(lim←−
λ
S(Xoλ)).
Note that
AutK(lim←−
λ
SpecK(Xλ)) ⊂ AutK¯(Spec K¯(Xη¯)) = BirK¯(Xη¯)
Secondly, we show that there exists a canonical homomorphism
AutΓK (lim←−
λ
π1(X
o
λ), lim←−μ
π1(X
o
μ))/ lim←−μ
π1(Xoμ)→ Out(π1(XoK¯)).
Since lim
←−
λ
π1(X
o
λ)→ π1(Xoμ), one has a canonical map
HomΓK (π1(X
o
λ), π1(X
o
μ))→ HomΓK (lim←−
λ
π1(X
o
λ), π1(X
o
μ)).
It follows that
lim
←−μ
(lim
−→
λ
HomopenΓK (π1(X
o
λ), π1(X
o
μ))/π1(X
o
μ))→ lim←−μ (Hom
open
ΓK
(lim
←−
λ
π1(X
o
λ), π1(X
o
μ))/π1(X
o
μ))
and from the deﬁnition of the projective limit
lim
←−μ
(HomopenΓK (lim←−
λ
π1(X
o
λ), π1(X
o
μ))/π1(X
o
μ))
∼= HomopenΓK (lim←−
λ
π1(X
o
λ), lim←−μ
π1(X
o
μ))/ lim←−μ
π1(Xoμ)
Since
lim
←−μ
π1(X
o
μ)←− π1(XoK¯)
one has a canonical map
HomopenΓK (lim←−
λ
π1(X
o
λ), lim←−μ
π1(X
o
μ))/ lim←−μ
π1(Xoμ)→ Out(π1(XoK¯))
and a canonical homomorphism
AutΓK (lim←−
λ
π1(X
o
λ), lim←−μ
π1(X
o
μ))/ lim←−μ
π1(Xoμ)→ Out(π1(XoK¯)).

We consider the following diagrams:
Y oK ×K SoK

 XoK  S
o
K
		










SpecK
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π1(S(Y
o
K))×ΓK π1(S(SoK))

 π1(S(XK))  π1(S(SK))










ΓK
Note that letting SK and X
o
K → SoK be a suﬃciently extension in a sub-p-adic
ﬁelds and its pull-back, then κ(XoK) ≥ κ(F oK¯) + dim(SoK). Here κ(SoK) = dimSK .
Lemma 15. Let K be a sub-p-adic ﬁeld with uncountable elements. Let SoK be a
variety such that there exists a dominant strictly K-rational map SoK → Y oK. As-
sume there exists a dominant strictly SoK-rational map Y
o
K ×K SoK → XoK. Assume
PBir(F o
K¯
) is an algebraic space in group locally of ﬁnite type. Then the natural map
H1(π1(S(S
o
K¯
)), (π1(S(F
o
K¯
)) → AutΓK (π1(S(F oK¯))) → H1(π1(S(S ′¯K)), (π1(S(FK¯)) →
Aut(π1(S(FK¯))) sends the extension class to the trivial extension class, i.e., a dis-
tinguished element for a suitable So′¯
K
.
Proof. Since there exist a dominant strictly SoK-rational map Y
o
K ×K SoK → XoK and
a dominant strictly K-rational map SoK → Y oK , there exist a K-section SoK → XoK
and a π1(S(S
o
K)) → Inn(π1(S(XoK))) → Aut(π1(S(XoK))). Choose a K-dominant
proper morphism So′K → SoK such that π1(S(SoK)) ⊃ π1(S(So′K)) is normal. Hence it
induces π1(S(S
o
K)) → Aut(π1(SXo′K)) and π1(S(SoK¯)) → AutΓK (π1(S(Xo′K)). Then
π1(S(S
o
K¯
))→ AutΓK (π1(S(Xo′K)))/π1(Xo′¯K). Let Autequ,nor(π1(S(XoK) ⊂ Aut(π1(S(XoK)))
be a subgroup such that each automorphism is equivariant with natural maps
π1(S(X
o
K))→ π1(S(SoK))→ ΓK and keeps invariant normal subgroups.
π1(S(X
o
K))

π1(S(X
o′
K))

 · · · lim←− π1Xo′′K

π1(S(F
o
K¯
))

π1(S(S
o
K))

π1(S(S
o′
K))

 · · · lim←− π1(S(So′′K ))

 ΓK(K)

ΓK ΓK · · · ΓK ΓK¯ = 1
Thus the image of π1(S(S
o
K¯
))→ Aut(π1(S(Xo′K)))/π1(S(Xo′¯K)) is ﬁnite. Note that
Autequ,norΓK (π1(S(X
o
K)))/π1(S(X
o
K¯
)) ⊂ AutΓK (π1(S(XoK)))/π1(S(XoK¯)) = PBirKS(XoK).
We conclude ker(π1(S(S
o
K¯
)) → AutΓK (π1(S(Xo′K)))/π1(S(Xo′¯K))) = π1(S(So′¯K)). In
fact,
α : ker(π1(S(S
o
K¯))→ Autequi,norΓK (π1(S(X ′K)))/π1(S(Xo′¯K))→
Autequi,norΓK (π1(S(X
o′
K)))/π1(S(F
o
K¯))→ AutΓK (π1(S(F oK)))/π1(S(F oK¯))→
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AutΓK (π1(S(F
o
K¯)))/π1(S(F
oK¯))
Hence im(α) ⊂ π1(S(Xo′¯K)) since π1(S(XoK)) is center-free.
Take one of pro-varieties of the projective systems such that
T = lim
←−T
TK(1)
over SoK where each π1(S(T
o
K)) is a normal subgroup of π1(S(S
o
K)) and denote it
by π1(S(T o)). Let XT o be the pull-back of XoK/SoK . Consider β : π1(S(SoK¯)) →
AutΓK (π1(S(X
o
T o)/π1(S(F
o
K¯
)) → AutΓK (π1(S(XoT )))/π1(S(XoT o
K¯
)). The image of β
is ﬁnite. Since π1(S(T o)) is of inﬁnite index of π1(S(SoK)), we may assume that
π1(S(S
o
K¯
)) → Autequi,norΓK (π1(S(XoK))) ⊂ π1(S(XoT oK¯ )). Hence γ : π1(S(S
o
K¯
)) →
AutΓK (π1(S(X
o
K))) is contained in all fundamental neighbourhoods π1(S(X
o′¯
K
)) which
contains π1(S(FK¯)). Thus the extension class of H
1(π1(S(S
o
K¯
)),Aut(π1(S(F
o
K¯
)))/π1(S(F
o
K¯
)))
vanishes. We have an exact sequence as pointed sets:
H1(ΓK , π1(S(F
o
K¯ [1])))→ H1(π1(S(SoK)), π1(S(F oK¯))[1])→ H1(π1(S(SoK¯)), π1(S(F oK¯))[1]))
Since H1(ΓK , π1(S(F
o
K¯
))[1]) ∼= 1, the extension class of H1(π1(S(SoK)), π1(F oK¯)[1])
corresponds to π1(S(X
o
K)) = π1(S(F
o
K)) ×ΓK π1(S(SoK)). Therefore a ﬁbre space
XoK/S
o
K is birationally equivalent to F
o
K ×K SoK/SoK . 
Theorem 5 ([Rou]). There are equivalent expressions of extensions of π1(S(SK))
by G.
(1)
BiTors(G) ∼= Eq(G[1]) ∼= (G→ Aut(G))
as monoidal categories.
(2)
H1(π1(S(SK)),BiTors(G)) ∼= H1(π1(S(SK)),Eq(G[1])) ∼= H1(π1(S(SK)), (G→ Aut(G)))
as pointed sets
(3)
Mon(π1(S(SK)),BiTors(G)) ∼= Mon(π1(S(SK)),Eq(G[1])) ∼= Mon(π1(SK)), (G→ Aut(G)))
as morphisms of monoidal categories.
6. Birational automorphism groups in Algebraic Geometry
Theorem 6 (cf.[MO], [Mat]). Let Xo be a non singular open variety of Kodaira
dimension ≥ 0. PBir(Xo) is a scheme which is locally of ﬁnite type.
We shall prove the theorem using the following Lemmas.
Lemma 16. Let X be a quasi-projective variety. Then Aut(X) is a group scheme
which is locally of ﬁnite type.
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Proof. Since X is quasi-projective, it suﬃces to consider some compactiﬁcation X¯
of X and HilbX¯×X¯. 
Let Aut0(X) denote the connected component of Aut(X) which contains an iden-
tity of the group.
We refer to the following A.Weil-M.Rosenlicht’s theorem.
Theorem 7. ([Ro]) Let the algebraic group G operate on the variety V and let k
be a ﬁeld of deﬁnition for G, V and the operation of G on V . Then there exists a
variety V ′, birationally equivalent over k to V , such that the operation of G on V ′
that is induced by its operation on V is regular.
Lemma 17. Let X be a projective variety. There exists an inductive system of
monomorphisms Aut0(Xi)→ Aut0(Xi+1) such that X0 = X, Aut0(Xi) acts regularly
on some quasi-projective variety Xi+1 which is a quasi-projective variety Xi\H where
H is a hypersurface of Xi. The inductive limit of the system (Aut
0(Xi))i∈I is locally
compact Lie group and an ind-algebraic space. Hence it is a pro-Lie group. If X is
of Kodaira dimension ≥ 0, the birational automorphism group is locally algebraic.
Proof. By Weil-Rosenlicht’s theorem([Ro]) and the lemma above, we can construct
an inductive system of monomorphisms Aut0(Xi)→ Aut0(Xi+1) such that X0 = X,
Aut0(Xi) acts regularly on some quasi-projective variety Xi+1 which is a quasi-
projective variety Xi \ H where H is a hypersurface of Xi. Since any Aut0(Xi) is
an algebraic group, the inductive limit is a Baire space in the complex topology,
i.e., an inner point in the limit space is also an inner point some Aut0(Xi). Thus
the inductive limit of the system (Aut0(Xi))i∈I is locally compact Lie group and an
ind-algebraic space, which is also a pro-Lie group. When κ(Xo) ≥ 0, there exists a
maximal algebraic group birationally acting on Xo by an analogue of [Mat]. Hence
the inductive limit is an algebaic group which turns out to be an abelian group by
[Mat]. 
Thus the theorem above is proved.
Hence the theorem in the preceded section is equivalent to the following theorem.
7. Iitaka-Viehweg conjecture for open varieties
Lemma 18. Let Y o/So and Xo/So be ﬁbre spaces over K and Xo/So with the
generic geometric ﬁbre of Kodaira dimension ≥ 0. Assume that there exists a dom-
inant strictly So-rational map. Then var(Yo/So) ≥ var(Xo/So).
Proof. Let var(Y o/So) = v. By deﬁnition of Viehweg dimension, there exist varieties
So′, T and Y o0 such that Y
o ×So So′ is proper birationally equivalent to Y o0 ×T So′
with Y o0 /T a ﬁbre space and T of dimension v. Hence Y
o
0 ×T So′ → Xo ×So So′ is
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a dominant strictly So′-rational map. Let ζ be the generic point of T and k(ζ) the
algebraic closure of k(ζ). The induced dominant strictly So′ ×T Spec(k(ζ))-rational
map Y o0 ×T (So′ ×T Spec(k(ζ))) → Xo ×So So′ ×T Spec(k(ζ)). By the following
lemma, var(Xo ×So So′ ×T Spec(k(ζ)) = 0. Hence var(Xo/So) ≤ v. We therefore
obtain var(Yo/So) ≥ var(Xo/So). 
Lemma 19. Let Y o/So and Xo/So be ﬁbre spaces over K and the generic geometric
ﬁbre of Xo/So with Kodaira dimension ≥ 0. Assume that there exists a dominant
strictly S-rational map. Then if var(Yo/So) = 0, then var(Xo/So) = 0.
Proof. To show that if var(Yo/So) = 0, then var(Xo/So) = 0, the statement is valid
even if the ﬁbre spaces Y o/So and Xo/So are changed to a base So′ on which in the
deﬁnition Viehweg dimension Y o is proper birationally equivalent to Y o0 × So′ for a
variety Y o0 . 
Lemma 20. Let K be a sub-p-adic ﬁeld with uncountable elements. Let SK be a vari-
ety such that there exists a dominant K-rational map SK → YK. Assume there exists
a dominant SK-rational map YK ×K SK → XK and that there exist inﬁnitely many
varieties S′K such that AutK(X
′
K) are algebraic spaces in group locally of ﬁnite type
over K. Assume Bir(FK¯) is an algebraic space in group locally of ﬁnite type. Then
the natural map H1(ΓSK¯ , (ΓFK¯ → AutΓK (ΓFK¯ )) → H1(ΓS ′¯K , (ΓFK¯ → Aut(ΓFK¯ ))
sends the extension class to the trivial extension class, i.e., a distinguished element
for a suitable S ′¯
K
.
Proof. Since there exist a dominant SK-rational map YK ×K SK → XK and a
dominant K-rational map SK → YK , there exist a K-section SK → XK and a
ΓSK → Inn(ΓXK ) → Aut(ΓXK ). Choose a K-dominant map S ′K → SK such that
ΓSK ⊃ ΓS′K is normal. Hence it induces ΓSK → Aut(ΓX′K ) and ΓSK¯ → AutΓK (ΓX′K ).
Then ΓSK¯ → AutΓK (ΓX′K )/ΓX ′¯K . Let Aut
equ,nor(ΓXK ) ⊂ Aut(ΓXK ) be a subgroup
such that each automorphism is equivariant with natural maps ΓXK → ΓSK →
ΓK and keeps invariant normal subgroups. Hence Aut
equ,nor(ΓX′K ) is an algebraic
space in group locally of ﬁnite type. Since Autequ,nor(ΓX′K ) → Bir(FK¯), Thus the
image of ΓSK¯ → AutΓK (ΓX′K )/ΓX ′¯K is ﬁnite. Note that Aut
equ,nor
ΓK
(ΓXK )/ΓXK¯ ⊂
AutΓK (ΓXK )/ΓXK¯ = BirK(XK).
We conclude ker(ΓSK¯ → AutΓK (ΓX′K )/ΓX ′¯K ) = Γ′SK¯ . In fact,
α : ker(ΓSK¯ → Autequi,norΓK (ΓX′K )/ΓX ′¯K )→ Aut
equi,nor
ΓK
(ΓX′K )/ΓFK¯ →
AutΓK (ΓFK )/ΓFK¯ )→ AutΓK (ΓFK¯ )/ΓFK¯ )
Hence im(α) ⊂ ΓX ′¯
K
since ΓXK is center-free.
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Take one of pro-varieties of the projective systems such that
T = lim
←−T
TK(2)
over SK where each ΓTK is a normal subgroup of ΓSK and denote it by ΓT . Let XT be
the pull-back of XK/SK . Consider β : ΓSK¯ → AutΓk(ΓXT )/ΓFK¯ → AutΓk(ΓXT )/ΓXTK¯ .
The image of β is ﬁnite. Since ΓT is of inﬁnite index of ΓSK , we may assume that
ΓSK¯ → Autequi,norΓK (ΓXK ) ⊂ ΓXTK¯ . Hence γ : ΓSK¯ → AutΓK (ΓXK ) is contained in all
fundamental neighbourhoods ΓX ′¯
K
which contains ΓFK¯ . Thus the extension class of
H1(ΓSK¯ ,Aut(ΓFK¯ )/ΓFK¯ ) vanishes. We have an exact sequence as pointed sets:
H1(ΓK ,ΓFK¯ [1])→ H1(ΓSK ,ΓFK¯ [1])→ H1(ΓSK¯ ,ΓFK¯ [1]))
Since H1(ΓK ,ΓFK¯ [1])
∼= 1, the extension class of H1(ΓSK ,ΓFK¯ [1]) corresponds to
ΓXK = ΓFK ×ΓK ΓSK . Therefore a ﬁbre space XK/SK is birationally equivalent to
FK ×K SK/SK . 
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